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COMPONENT A: THINKING LIKE A PROGRAM 

Collaborative Process 

“Assessment is a complex process, in which faculty establish a plan, build validity and reliability, 

articulate the relationship between instruction and assessment processes, and justify the choice 

of assessment to external audiences (Huot, 1994). It is this paradigm shift that animates our 

focus on ‘thinking like a program,’ whereby faculty are not only engaged in evaluating student 

work but also contribute to broad-based curriculum planning and pedagogical improvements.” 

— Anne Zanzucchi and Michael Truong, “Thinking Like a Program” (2013) 

Aligned Values Improvement Analysis Assessment 
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COMPONENT B: “PLANTING THE SEEDS”   

“Writing assessment should be based on continuous conversations with as many stakeholders 

as possible. Developing, researching, and validating a writing assessment is a constant process, 

and one should expect the assessment, its results, and its products to change over time. Thus, it 

is important to have conversations about the assessment (e.g., dialogue about the features 

particular teachers notice in student portfolios in various courses).” 

— NCTE-WPA White Paper on Writing Assessment in Colleges and Universities (2008) 

Assessing 
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Engagement 
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inviting, shared, 

created  
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COMPONENT C: NETWORKED INFRASTRUCTURE   

“When one has collected enough detailed descriptions, one can then trace various relationships 

among the collected material and begin to see how these relationships contribute to a given 

meaning system. Whatever is described and traced will reveal unknown relationships...The 

purpose of tracing is to flesh out the possible relationships existing in any given moment, to 

create...an account. An account is a description, not proof of value” (29). 

— Jeff Rice, “Networked Assessment” (2011)  
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Overview 

Developed in Winter 2015, with 7-8 faculty members who rotate 

on a yearly basis with the option to continue serving. Faculty 

receive a 1/6 course equivalency (35 hours) per year of service. 

 

Projects Conducted (Direct measure of student writing) 

Colleges: Nine, Ten, and Crown 

Courses: Writing 20 and Composition 1 

 

Tasks  

þ  Rubric development       þ Norming  

þ  Project evaluation          þ Outcome revision (w/ Gen Ed) 

þ Resource creation          þ Development Workshops 

 

 

 

INTERVENTION: COMMITTEE-BASED STRUCTURE 2 

I didn’t 
realize... 

Interesting 
What is 

happening? 



INTERVENTION: REVISED LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Overview 

In the winter quarter 2016, the Committee on Educational Policy charged the 

Writing Program with revising the Composition 1 and Composition 2 General 

Education objectives. In keeping with its collaborative ethos, the Writing Program 

engaged in a recursive, faculty-led process to produce authentic new outcomes.  
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INTERVENTION: REVISED LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Revising and Editing: Old Objective vs. New Outcomes 
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OLD  

Objective 

Learn to analyze their processes as writers [...] Students’  

attention to process includes: Learning specific strategies for 

invention and revision [...] the importance of a writer’s purpose 

and audience and relevant conventions in relation to focus, 

coherence, and effectiveness [...] to take charge of their proof-

reading and editing in standard professional English [...] 

NEW 

Outcomes 

A) Compose projects through multiple drafts by revising for  

focus, quality of content, and/or coherence.  

  

B) Implement strategies to edit their work according to genre and 

disciplinary conventions such as arrangement, language use, 

mechanics, or documentation style.  

 



INTERVENTION: USE OF LANGUAGE PROJECT 

Previous Studies: “Use of Language” (Direct Evidence) 

         Table 1. Use of Language Proficiencies for Students Who Are ELWR-Required 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        *Range reflects two options for ELWR-Required students, one-quarter vs. two-quarters of instruction. 

Our 2016 study revealed significant gender differences: 55% ♀ met/exceeded 

expectations vs. 85% ♂. This difference is independent of first-generation status.  
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Course Met/Exceeded 

Expectations* 

Demographics 

       First-Gen              Students of Color 

Composition 1 (2015) 28-39% 44-58% 88-95% 

Writing 20 (2015) 49% 58% 82% 

Composition 1 (2016) 54-69% 59% 88% 

Use of Language Grant: Division of Student Success 

UCOP initiative designed to serve “students who are low-income, first generation, 

or otherwise educationally disadvantaged.”  



INTERVENTION: USE OF LANGUAGE PROJECT 

 Project Design 
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     Intervention: Online, self-paced grammar module 

     Four sections of Writing 20: ~80 students 
     Two with an intervention; two without 

     Rubric revision → Break into four sub-criteria 
     (OLD) Writer uses clear language, strong verbs, and     

     concision; the writer also demonstrates little to no systematic  

     errors related to grammar and punctuation. The reader can  

     easily move through the project without stopping for  

     clarification. Assessment Committee + Writing 20 Faculty 

     Direct Analysis of Projects and Reporting 
     Writing 20 Faculty + Division of Student Success 



SUSTAINABILITY: LESSONS MOVING FORWARD 

In the past 2.5 years, we have learned that... 

→  Building an organizational infrastructure is necessary 

(including providing resources and development). 

→  Assessment is more than evaluating projects—it 

underscores every aspect of teaching and learning. 

→  The work of assessment should be generative—a learning 

opportunity for faculty and administrators alike. 

→  Programmatic assessment and planning should be 

strategic and include a long-term vision.  

→  Students are the reason: we can identify barriers to 

learning and make helpful interventions.   
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING.  


